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82% of prospects are doing research on social networks
60-70% are in the buying process when they contact the sales representative
80% expect a response in real-time – we need to respond fast 
6,8 on average decision-makers for every decision
60% of buyers do not make any decisions

Before we start leveraging the business opportunities on LinkedIn, the amazing
professional social network, it is important to understand the right mindset. Two
crucial things: we need to have a giving mindset and knowing it takes time. 

Success on LinkedIn (like on other social media or elsewhere) doesn’t happen
overnight. But if you follow the advice and instructions in these documents, success
will follow. And it will last. 

Let’s meet some facts and numbers in B2B business buying process. We all know that
nowadays buyers are deciding, when they take a next step in the buying process, so
we need to act accordingly. 

B2B buying process facts:

Now let’s learn the magic of social selling.

WHAT IS SOCIAL SELLING
Social selling is far away from the traditional sales approach and much more than just
selling on social.

It is a process of building and nurturing relationships with social media and utilizing
these relationships in the entire sales process, from finding, connecting,
understanding, and gaining new prospects to reaching sales goals.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO KNOW
BEFORE YOU DIVE INTO LINKEDIN?
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What you need to know before LinkedIn?

It is buyer-driven, relationship-based, not the seller or transactional-based
We do not pitch but help by listening and providing value
You do not close a sale, but start a relationship
The key is building credibility and trust
Social networks play a key role in building trust with customers

Complete your profile with the customer in mind
Add rich content - examples of your work, portfolio etc.
Increase visibility with posting and interacting with relevant content 
Generate endorsements for your skills

Use search tools and filters (use boolean search – NOT, AND. “ “)
Leverage warm introductions with mutual contacts
Research potential prospects
Take advantage of Who's viewed your profile section
By connecting with prospects always add a personalized message

Social selling is the modern way to develop meaningful relationships with potential
customers so you’re the first person or brand a prospect thinks of when they’re ready to
buy (Hootsuite).

Key concepts of social selling

LinkedIn is the best professional, business relationship-building platform to leverage
the power of social selling in B2B. 

4 PILLARS OF SOCIAL SELLING

In order to use social selling successfully, we must take these ongoing 4 steps and
actions. Learn all 4 together with activities on LinkedIn (by LinkedIn).

1. ESTABLISH YOUR PROFESSIONAL BRAND

2. CONNECTING TO THE RIGHT PEOPLE
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What you need to know before LinkedIn?

Share relevant resources
Leverage industry data and new to post timely content
Engage in discussions with thoughtful comments
Use relevant information when reaching out

Build your contact network to increase reach
Focus on decision-makers
Connect internally to leverage warm introductions
Nurture relationships

3. ENGAGING WITH INSIGHTS

We cover this topic in the document in Section 7 LINKEDIN CONTENT PLAN.

4. BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

BONUS TIP: Follow your SSI of your LinkedIn profile:  
https://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi

Now that you understand the basic concepts, jump to Section 2 to learn about
the business goals on LinkedIn.
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To use LinkedIn effectively we need to understand, what are our business goals. There are
several goals you can achieve on LinkedIn, but first, let us learn how to set SMART goals. 

WHAT ARE SMART GOALS? 

Specific: We should clearly define, what we want
Measurable: Each goal needs one or more metrics, so we can follow our results
Achievable: Is it achievable within our resources time, money, and people?
Realistic: Is it possible to achieve goals with your current resources?
Time-sensitive: Every goal needs a time frame, so we need to put a deadline

Example 1: 
Increase sales qualified leads for our B2B services in the Slovenian market by 10% in the first
quarter of 2020.   |   KPI: lead number

Example 2: 
Establish employer brand - hire 3 sales representatives by March 2021.  
KPI: number of job applications

GOALS ON LINKEDIN:
LinkedIn can be used to meet different goals. Often you will set more than one:

Build credibility and trust                                    Targeted Advertising
Brand awareness                                                       Improve Social Media ROI
Employer branding                                                  Competition Monitoring
Personal branding                                                    Customer Care
Lead generation                                                         Education
Community Building                                               Finding a job

Now that you understand how to set the goals, open the excel table to set them
according to your customer journey for LinkedIn page and profiles.

SET WHAT DO YOU WANT TO 
ACHIEVE WITH LINKEDIN
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LinkedIn profile is about you, but not for you.

Your LinkedIn profile is NOT a CV, but a landing page on LinkedIn. In many cases, it is
the first digital professional impression that people have of you because we are used
to google people. You should not treat your LinkedIn profile as a static board, but a
very dynamic tool.

If you do the exercise and google yourself, you will find your LinkedIn profile high in
search results, so make sure you look your best online.

It represents your personal brand, is the place where you tell your story, so write in the
first person singular. Add human touch and storytelling to your descriptions. 

Imagine your potential clients land on your profile and it will impact if they do business
with you or not – does your profile speaks directly to them? 

Take profile optimizing seriously and fill in all the elements. LinkedIn cares about
optimized profiles and gives them a priority with search terms and larger post reach
(read more about the LinkedIn algorithm in Section 12). 

When you are happy with your profile, consistently drive traffic to your profile with
different activities. We will dive into this topic later in sections.

COMPLETE YOUR PROFILE AND
PREPARE IT FOR SUCCESS
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How to complete your LinkedIn profile?

ELEMENTS OF YOUR LINKEDIN PROFILE 

The list of all elements. Fill in your LinkedIn profile and           them all.
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Get a professional to take the picture 
Use a high-resolution image
Make sure your face takes up at least 60% of the frame
Be the only person in the picture
Choose the right expression - smile
Avoid distracting backgrounds
Wear what you would wear to work
Take the photo in soft, natural light
Use filters wisely
Do not wear sunglasses or hats

PROFILE PHOTO

The profile image is one of the most important elements of your profile. It must be
professional in order to make the best first impression. 

Here are some tips directly from LinkedIn:

LinkedIn says profiles with pics get an 11x increase in profile views. That is a lot!

Size: 400 x 400 pixels

TIP: make sure it is visible publicly. Click on your photo, then on the Visibility button in
the left corner and select Public.

What do you get from that? 

This: "People who are not signed in and find you through search engines (e.g. Google,
Bing)." 
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BACKGROUND / COVER PHOTO

Background or cover photo is often overlooked but is important to make a good
impression. You can use it to showcase the company you work for, your values or use
it as a sort of advertising space. 

LinkedIn specifies that it must be a JPG, PNG, or GIF file under 8MG in size of 1584 x 396
pixels.
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I have created 5 examples for you, check them in the 
Section 6 LINKEDIN AND CANVA TEMPLATES.

HEADLINE 

Your headline is the next thing people see when they land on your profile, right under
your name next to your profile photo. You can understand it as your elevator pitch. 

The headline is NOT the copy-paste title from your business card.

You have up to 220 characters including spaces. 
Include 2 or 3 terms/keywords that people might use to search for you.

The formula to create your catchy headline: 
You can follow this formula to create a great headline. Take some of these elements
and puzzle them into your headline.

[What you do] | [Your Creative Value]  | [Your Target Audience]  | [Proof Point] | 
[Highlighted Result] 

To divide them use | symbol (alt gr + W)
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Digital Marketing Specialist and Social Media Evangelist Helping SMEs to Start
Growing Their Business Online

On a mission to empower HR professionals with marketing mindset and with
𝐇uman 𝐑elations approach
LinkedIn Therapist Empowering Companies Using LinkedIn to Build (Employer)
Brand and Generate Leads w/ Modern Social Selling | Helping You to Lose Your
Fear of Posting  Book Author & Lover of Lakes | Join Newsletter ⬇

[What you do] | [Your Target Audience] | [Your Creative Value] 
[What you do] | [Your Creative Value] | [Highlighted Result] 

Examples:
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It can have 5-30 letters or numbers. Don't use spaces, symbols, or special
characters.
Use a variation of your name. The customizable part of the URL is NOT case
sensitive, so NameSurname, nameSurname, or namesurname will all point to the
same profile.
If the URL you want isn't available, you need to select a different one. You can add a
hyphen between your name and surname or a number at the end. 
You can change your URL up to 5 times within 180 days. Once you have changed
your URL for the 5th time, you won’t be able to change it for another 180 days. 
If you navigate to a previously claimed URL, you may see a page that reads Profile
Not Found.

CONTACT INFO
 
Your LinkedIn profile is the entity to connect with your potential customers and
partners, so it is very important to add as much contact information as you can. The
more information you add, the greater the chance of connection.
 
Profile URL
 
How to edit your custom URL (LinkedIn Instructions) 

Website URL
Add up to 3 websites – it can be your company page, landing pages, or LinkedIn page.
 
TIP: Choose the ‘Other’ option – this will add another field to customize the title of the
URL you are adding.
 
Phone: You can add Home, Work, or Mobile phone number.
 
Address: Usually the company headquarters or the office address / one or more.
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You can add more than one emails 
Suggest you add your professional email with @domain.com, instead of
gmail.com
You edit emails in the Settings: https://www.linkedin.com/psettings/email

Information about the company/organization you work for
What problem do you solve and with what services or products
Your competitive advantage
Personal information - what are your strongest skills, achievements
Call to action - call, private message on LinkedIn, or download a freebie

Email

Twitter: Add your Twitter handle, if you find it useful for your business
communication (if your target market is using it, then you should, too).

Instant messenger: You can add Skype, ICQ; Google Hangouts, QQ, or WeChat.

Birthday 
You can add your Birthday – it is a nice touch for follow-up – there is a big chance you
will get a lot of congratulations messages – which is a great opportunity to say hi.

ABOUT OR SUMMARY

This part of your profile is very important. Most users ignore this section, which is a lost
opportunity to stand out. 

Use the About section to tell people what you do, whom you do it for, what solutions
do you offer, what are your biggest achievements, why it matters, how they can get in
touch and take the next step.

I have written an entire e-book about this topic, so I will put just the simple bullets
here.

About section should contain 5 elements:
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What do I do
How I do it
Whom I do it for
Why it works,
What others say….

Link to your LinkedIn page
Your promotional video
Portfolio
Content freebies
Events registrations etc.

TIP: Use those bullets as mini headlines of your About:

Check out the Section 5 LINKEDIN PROFILE AND PAGE ABOUT for more.

FEATURED

This is the newest feature for your LinkedIn profile. You can feature posts (content
posted on LinkedIn profiles or pages), articles (articles published on LinkedIn), links
(links to web content), or media, where you can upload photos, documents, and
presentations.

This is amazing place to showcase your best content. You can add:
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Add Current experience, All previous experience, and Volunteering and causes 
Include numbers, results, accomplishments, and notable achievements 
You can add your tasks in bullets, but it will be better if you are descriptive

BACKGROUND

WORK EXPERIENCE

This section should not read like your CV. Add all your past work experiences, and in
the Description section explain what you have learned in a certain position, what was
your added value to the company, highlight the biggest results, etc. 

This section is one of the elements, where you put your keywords. More on SEO on
LinkedIn at the end of this document.

PRO TIP: If you are a freelancer, you can use this section to present your services.
Create individual work experiences for each service you provide. 

Look at Experiences on my LinkedIn profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc
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NOTE: When you edit your current experience, set the Share with the network to Off,
so LinkedIn will not notify your contacts about the career move. Unless you add it and
want them to know.

When adding your work experience, tag the LinkedIn page of the company – if they
use it. Open a new tab in your browser to check. Make sure you click on the page when
LinkedIn puts it on the list.

EDUCATION

Fill your education section, at least your University, because the LinkedIn algorithm
prefers profiles with a school tagged in the Background section. 

This comes in handy as well when suggesting new contacts and by inviting a new
contact to your network – LinkedIn will show that you have a mutual education. 

I suggest you remove Education from your Introduction card if is not directly
connected to your profession (for example general universities). 

If you graduated from a business school, like London Business School and INSEAD, or
specialized like Digital Marketing Institute, then, of course, you will leave it.

TIP: If you want to do something special, add your call to action into your Education
space. Add a new Education and  add your email, phone number or whatever you like.
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Choose corporate values, skills, and expertise
Add general skills (like management) and specialized (social media marketing)
Make sure you get endorsed for skills
If you are a job seeker, add skills that relate to your future job

LICENCES & CERTIFICATIONS
This is your bragging right part of your profile. Add licenses & certifications, you have
gained and are connected to your profession.

TIP: Take advantage of LinkedIn Learning to gain new knowledge and certificates.

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
If you are active in a non-profit / charity organization, you should definitely add it to
your profile, because it shows your values. We all appreciate that.

SKILLS & ENDORSEMENTS
Skills are very important for your profile since they are an indicator for the LinkedIn
algorithm, which means that the more endorsements for the skills you have, the more
chance is that the person will land on your profile.

Choose valuable skills you have acquired. You can choose up to 50 skills:

TIP: Change the order of your skills to show what skills you are really good at. Pin 3 at
the top, that matter most.
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Publications
Patents
Courses
Projects - here you can add creators of the projects you were involved in
Honors & awards
Test scores
Languages - do not forget your native language 
Organizations - add membership in business clubs

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

You can add:
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Before you ask for a recommendation via LinkedIn, write an email or call the
person 
Do not ask those who do not know you

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations are social proof of trust on a LinkedIn profile, so make sure you
gather a lot. You can get or give a recommendation on LinkedIn.

Best practices:

Recommendations on LinkedIn are much more valuable than the ones on the website
because on LinkedIn there is a name with a link to the LinkedIn profile, so they cannot
be fake.

INDUSTRY 
You set the industry in your intro section.

LOCATION
Set the state you live or work in.

INTERESTS

This is the last section on your profile with Influencers, Companies, Groups, and
Schools you follow. You can unfollow those you do not find relevant to optimize your
news feed. 

TIP: when you do research of your peers or potential clients, Interests are a valuable
resource.

SETTINGS & PRIVACY
I will not go deep into this section, since there is quite a lot of settings, but only a few
strategic suggestions :
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Viewers of this profile also viewed 
Our LinkedIn profile is your landing page and you do not want your visitors to click
away to other profiles, so set it to NO.

You see 10 profiles on the right on your profile – deactivate that list.

www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc

Set an Open profile
You want to be open and reachable:
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Who can see your connections
I suggest setting this to Only you to hide your connections from your network. If you
leave this open to Your network, you create an easy target for your competitors to
learn about your network. 

Headline
About section
Current Title
Current Job Description
Past Title(s)
Past Job Description(s)
Publications
Organizations
Recommendations
Volunteer experience

SEO ON YOUR LINKEDIN PROFILE

Like Search Engine Optimization and websites on Google, it goes for the LinkedIn
profiles and LinkedIn search. Optimize your profile to get found in LinkedIn search for
keywords you want to get found for. 

There are several fields, where you could use your keywords:
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Projects
Education
Location - if you have the same location as the one searching, you have
dramatically more chance to be found
Skills - together with endorsements they influence the searchability; when you
have at least one endorsement, your skill can enter the ranking

ADDITIONAL EDITS

Providing services
Here you can be salesy, telling your potential clients what you can provide. If you have
the option, fill in the information in Edit Business info. 

Open to job opportunities
This is a signal to recruiters. 

How to complete your LinkedIn profile?
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TIP: Add more than one language to your profile. LinkedIn will match viewers’
language to your available language profile. If there’s no match, your default profile
will be shown.

Sky (and 10 seconds of time) is the limit here!

Take time to optimize your LinkedIn profile, because it really can make a difference. 

PRONUNCIATION VOICE
You can add a 10 seconds voice to your name to show your visitors how to say your
name. This comes in handy if your name is hard to pronounce or it means something
silly in a certain language. 

You can even be creative with the feature - you can record your name along with a
short sales pitch, invitation to connect, or registration for your workshop. 
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Now that you have your LinkedIn profile up and running, jump to Section 4
LINKEDIN PAGE CHECKLIST to maximize the opportunities of your LinkedIn page.

CREATOR MODE

Creator Mode is one of the latest and biggest changes on a LinkedIn profile. Creator
Mode is a setting on a LinkedIn profile for users that create content regularly. It is
created as a tool to grow your following, establish a presence, build a community, and
get discovered by more of your potential clients or other members. 

If you turn the Creator Mode on, the Activity section focuses more on your content
rather than on every action, eg. like or comment on someone’s content.

You can turn it on on Your Dashboard:
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Home – the home of your content
About – the About section
Life – additional paid tab
Jobs – a place for jobs 
People – all people related to your LinkedIn page
Insights - additional tab with information, visible to Premium LinkedIn users
Ads – a place for your marketing campaigns
My company - for pages with at least 200 employees on LinkedIn

A LinkedIn Page is a dynamic marketing tool and in order to be successful with the
communications, we need to fill it entirely. 

Through consistent posting and audience engagement, you can build a community
and encourage employees to participate in spreading the word, which can have a vital
impact on your organizational culture.

LinkedIn pages focus on the brand, not the individuals within the brand. This allows
your brand to have a human touch and identity separate from any people within the
organization. Relying on the personal brand of one person can be dangerous; if they
leave the company you can lose a big part of your brand identity. 

According to LinkedIn pages with complete information get 30% more weekly views.
So take time for editing, and I strongly advise: do not copy-paste texts from your
website. You will be tempted, but do avoid temptation.

A LINKEDIN PAGE CAN HAVE THESE TABS:

Do not worry, I take you step by step and element by element, how to optimize your
LinkedIn page for success along with best practices.

HOW TO COMPLETE YOUR 
LINKEDIN PAGE?
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How to complete your LinkedIn page?

ELEMENTS OF YOU LINKEDIN PROFILE

The list of all elements. Fill in your LinkedIn page and           them all.
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Before you create a LinkedIn page you decide the type:

Showcase your award:

In your header photo you can present your brand hashtag:

HEADER PHOTO
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Include call to action:

Showcase your mission:
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Show what you are all about:

PAGE INFO

*some of these cover photos are not on the pages anymore, but I left them here on purpose as examples.
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Page logo

This is the place for your company logo
Select high quality
It can be up to 400 x 400 pixels with the maximum file size 4MB
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Contact us
Learn more
Register
Sign up
Visit website

TIP: If your focus with the LinkedIn page is personal branding, you can add a
picture of yourself.

Name
Usually, it is the company name. If you choose to do so, lose the abbreviations: Inc.,
GmbH, and similar. You do not need it here, that goes on your website. 

Tagline
You have 120 characters to fill the part. Use it smart – do not just copy the first
paragraph on your About us section on the website. Focus on the followers and the
benefit they will get from following your page. 

TIP: you do not need to present the entire portfolio, the content here can be to one
part of your services/products.

BUTTONS

Add one of the 5 different buttons: 
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These buttons actually give you ideas, how to use your LinkedIn page for! You can take
the visitor to your website, landing page, event registration page, newsletter page ... so
many options. 

Change the button often. You can use it very effectively for a marketing campaign.

URL
This is the link that takes the visitor to the page. Make sure you change it synchronized
with the button and aligned to your goals. 

Add UTM parameters to the link, so you track the visitor. Use Google Analytics
Campaign URL Builder: https://ga-dev-tools.web.app/campaign-url-builder/

TIP: if you are an admin, you can track who’s clicked on the button in the visitor
analytics. More on the topic at the end of this document.

ABOUT

OVERVIEW

Description
This is where you tell your audience what you’re all about. What product or service
does your company offer? What makes you different from the competition? Why
should they follow you? Share your mission, values, vision, story, and goals, as well as
what users can expect by following your Page. 

We cover this topic in the next Section 5 LINKEDIN PROFILE AND PAGE ABOUT.

Website URL
To send visitors to your website to get in touch or learn more about your product or
service, be sure your website URL is included on your Page. 
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Industry 
Select one industry to your LinkedIn page, so the right people can find you. This will be
the one your LinkedIn page belongs to in search results, when potential clients,
vendors, or employees search for businesses on LinkedIn narrowing using Advanced
Search features like Industry. 

Company Size, Type and Year founded
These are self-explanatory sections. Select the right options.

Phone
Add your phone number. If you have many, select the one that fits your goal the most.
Usually is the generic number, same as on the website.

Specialties (up to 20)
This is often an overlooked feature, but so important for the sake of SEO. Add the
keywords related to your business. You can do a little hashtag research on LinkedIn or
Google search to select the right terms. 

LOCATIONS

Update locations to let members know where you’re based. If you don’t have a street
address, you can exclude it.

You can list multiple locations on your LinkedIn Page. Add the address of your
headquarters, office, showrooms, etc.
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It looks pretty awesome (I used the page of LinkedIn):

Your page can show in search results when your prospects are searching for a
specific hashtag
When you click on the associated hashtag on your page, you activate to the ability
to engage with listed content as your page instead of your profile – this is a great
way to expand your word about your brand

COMMUNITY

HASHTAGS
Add up to 3 hashtags that matter to your page. 

They are valuable for 2 reasons:
1.

2.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/
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FEATURED GROUPS
Add your LinkedIn Group or the ones you are active in to invite to the conversation.
Members can see and request to join your groups from your Page.

MANAGE LANGUAGES
You can manage your LinkedIn page in more than one language. You can configure
your Page in over 20 languages. Note that information won’t be auto-translated, you
must put it manually. 

Awesome! We covered the About section of your successful page. Before we dive into
other Tabs of your page, learn about the SEO for LinkedIn page. 

SEO ON LINKEDIN PAGE

Make sure your LinkedIn page is searchable on LinkedIn. 

Include sentences with keywords in your description. Google’s search previews up to
156 characters, so add the most relevant terms in the beginning. List keywords to your
Specialties you find in the About section with targeted phrases. 

Create links to the LinkedIn page. Ask your employees to add your Page to their
current work experience and to the email signature. Link to your LinkedIn Page
whenever possible on digital channels, like blogs, other social media, newsletters, etc.

TIP: for the keywords answer the question: what are terms and phrases that your
potential clients/partners add to the search field in order to find you?
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ADDITIONAL TABS

LIFE
This is a tab you get if you enhance your LinkedIn Page with Career Pages. It is a paid
feature. You can leverage the customizable Life or What We Do tab to provide an of life
at your organization with photos, testimonials, and more.

Show what you are all about:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/
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Read more about Life tabs here: 

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/71212/editing-the-life-tab-or-what-
we-do-tab-of-your-linkedin-page?lang=en

JOBS

The Jobs tab allows all members to search for employment opportunities with your
organization as well as create job alerts for newly posted roles. With a Career Page
added to your LinkedIn Page, members will also see jobs recommended for them as
well as employees who currently occupy the role.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/
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Where they live
Where they studied
What they do
What they studied
What they are skilled at
How you are connected

Users can create a job alert to get notified when jobs matching their skills are posted
on your LinkedIn Page.

PEOPLE 

This tab is most personal on the LinkedIn page, where you can show all your
employees. When you are doing the research yourself, this tab helps you to find out
more about the company. You can search the employee by title, keyword.

There is a lot of information about people:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/


INSIGHTS

For Premium Business user’s additional information (based on LinkedIn data) about
the organization is available on Insight Tab. 

Total employee count 
The number is based on activity as reported by LinkedIn members employed at this
company. 

Employee distribution and headcount growth by function
Based on profiles of LinkedIn members employed at the company. Growth is
calculated based on employee count over specific time periods.

New hires
Based on profile information as reported by LinkedIn members reported at this
company. Senior management is defined as employees with previous or current titles
as Vice President or higher but could vary by sector.
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ALUMNI

The Alumni Tool Plugin is made for schools to showcase graduates' careers and
creating connections among alumni, students, and donors. It uses the information on
LinkedIn profiles and can help the school to stand out with information. Potential
students and their parents can learn about the school culture.

ADS
Here you can users see your marketing campaigns/ads. This is a great place for
competition monitoring.

 

CONTENT SUGGESTIONS

It is the place where you can find content ideas for your next LinkedIn post or stay up
to date on certain topics. 

Type in Industry, Location, Job function, Seniority, and Topic to get the articles listed. 
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SEO ON LINKEDIN PAGE

Make sure your LinkedIn page is searchable on LinkedIn. 

Include sentences with keywords in your description. Google’s search previews up to
156 characters, so add the most relevant terms in the beginning. List keywords to your
Specialties you find in the About section with targeted phrases. 

Create links to the LinkedIn page. Ask your employees to add your Page to their
current work experience and to the email signature. Link to your LinkedIn Page
whenever possible on digital channels, like blogs, other social media, newsletters, etc.

TIP: for the keywords answer the question: what are terms and phrases that your
potential clients / partners add to the search field in order to find you?
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Visitor analytics - shows aggregated metrics across all tabs and metrics for
individual tabs
Update analytics - engagement metrics for your organic and sponsored updates
over time. Show aggregated metrics across all updates and metrics for individual
updates. Sponsored metrics include Sponsored Updates and Direct Sponsored
Content.
Follower analytics - follower metrics.

LINKEDIN ANALYTICS

This is a place, where you will track your success. Analytics is divided into three
sections:

TIP: monitor once a month.

Now let’s dive into each of the three.

VISITOR HIGHLIGHTS

The total number of page views and unique visitors over time. Data is measured across
desktop and mobile for logged-in LinkedIn members.

Unique visitors are calculated daily and are not de-duplicated over multiple days.

Visitor highlights
The total number of page views and unique visitors over time. Data is measured across
desktop and mobile for logged-in LinkedIn members. You can filter Visitor metrics by
Time range, All pages or individual, and Metric (Pageviews or Unique Visitors).
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Visitor demographics
You can filter Visitor demographics by Job function, Location, Seniority, Industry, or
Company size.
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UPDATE ANALYTICS

Update metrics
Aggregated engagement metrics for your organic and sponsored updates over time.
Sponsored metrics include Sponsored Updates and Direct Sponsored Content.

The time range filter applies to dates when your updates were viewed by LinkedIn
members.

Impressions count when views of an update are at least 50% on screen for at least 300
ms, or when it is clicked, whichever comes first.

Engagement rate is calculated as: 

Clicks + Likes + Comments + Shares + Follows
 Impressions

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/


Update title
Created 
Impressions 
Video views 
Clicks 
CTR 
Reactions 
Comments
Shares
Follows
Engagement rate

Update engagement
Engagement metrics for individual updates and is updated in real-time. Data for
Sponsored Updates is a total of organic and sponsored engagement.

The time range filter applies to the dates when your updates were created. All dates
and times are in UTC.

Video views are limited to the past 6 months.

This is where you can track the success of your updates. For each post you can see
these metrics (if you hover over, you see the description):

Posted by:

FOLLOWER ANALYTICS
You see the names of your followers and a lot of demographic information about
them.

You can sort data by Location, Job function, Seniority, Industry, and Company size. It is
a valuable resource if you are reaching your target market with a LinkedIn page.
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NEW: you see who your followers are.

In the end, you have a list of companies to track and their Total followers, New
followers, Number of updates, and Engagement rate. Again competition monitoring
resource.

ACTIVITY
This is your corner to track social notifications: Reactions, Shares, Comments, and
Mentions. 
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ADMIN TOOLS

For all the admins there here is your playground for the Reach and Setting of your
LinkedIn page. There are several features and let me explain each of them.

Invite connections 
It is a practical feature to send invitations to follow your page and grow the follower
number. Please, be careful with this and only send it to those you know in person,
otherwise, you can sound pushy. Do not use this feature until your LinkedIn page has
tons of valuable content first.

Sponsor an update 
It takes you to the Campaign manager to set the campaign. This is where you
sponsor/invest money into updates.

Post a job 
It takes you to a new landing page to start creating a job post campaign. 
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Create a Showcase Page
Showcase page is a subpage, dedicated to a sub-brand, certain product, or service.

Manage admins
Here you can add new admins to your LinkedIn page. Look at the for Page admins (left
image) and Paid page admins (right image):
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Edit public URL
LinkedIn users and search engines will use this unique URL to find your page.

If you need to see your LinkedIn page as a member, not admin, click this button:

Deactivate page
If you decide to close it down. See as well: View Help Center, Give feedback and View
Pages terms.

NEW: 3 LinkedIn page features that help you with employer branding

Employer branding is a topic that is becoming my favorite besides the content on
LinkedIn. The promotion of your company by the people who work for it (a definition
by LinkedIn). Or in other words, how to motivate your employees to start and stay
active on LinkedIn.
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It is a tough one, actually. 

When my clients ask me: How to motivate employees to stay consistent on LinkedIn? I
do not have a straight answer. 

But lately, LinkedIn gave us some AMAZING features on LinkedIn pages that help us
organize with and stay consistent.

They are still just features if we do not do the work. But the work is much easier with
these features.

But first things first. Let us start with the basics. I used a LinkedIn article to help me
with these concepts.

What is in it for the company?

1. Marketing
On average, researches show that employees collectively have social networks ten
times larger than a corporate brand. That means employees can drastically extend the
reach.

Employee shares are seen as more authentic than corporate shares, and people are
more likely to engage with the content. Employee shares have double the click-
through rate of corporate shares. That is a lot!

With these facts in mind, we can see employee advocacy can reliably boost brand
awareness, increase followers to your LinkedIn page, and even generate leads for the
sales department.
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2. Sales
Social media presence is a necessary component of modern sales. In the B2B space,
too, buyers are using social media to help guide their purchasing decisions.

Employee advocacy for salespeople can help increase the number of sales-qualified
leads, attract and develop new business, shorten sales cycles, and bring in new
revenue streams.

Salespeople who regularly share quality content are 45% more likely to exceed quota.

3. Attracting new talent
The marketing department is not human resources, BUT recruiting is partly a
marketing function because attracting top talent requires a sterling brand reputation.
It’s marketing’s job to develop that reputation.

Empowering your employees to share experiences and impressions from their own
perspectives can communicate these benefits in a more authentic and relatable way.

What is in it for the people?
This question is perhaps even more important, but tougher than the previous one. The 
benefits are similar:

by building an employer brand an employee builds a personal brand, too. And with that,
he or she can benefit to attract more leads - that benefits both parties, the person, and

the company.
 

It is usually a tough start. To teach them how to use LinkedIn (this is where I come in) is
just the beginning. Staying consistent is key.
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Define goals and objectives
Gain buy-in from executives and leaders
Assemble a team of content curators
Identify social stars
Launch your employee advocacy program
Keep on filling the content pipeline
Integrate existing platforms
Ongoing optimization
Analyze and communicate results

What are the steps to be successful:

It is not a short list, but I strongly believe it is worth it:

I will not go into details here. What I DO want to talk about is:

HOW LINKEDIN PAGE IS HELPING YOU WITH YOUR EMPLOYER ADVOCACY
PROGRAM?

I am talking about free features on your LinkedIn page, that you need to know about.
This is really challenging - how to organize the content, people, and technology. I hope
to give you some ideas!

1. RECOMMEND TO EMPLOYEES

Visit this link to find it (insert your admin page number into XXXXXX):
https://www.linkedin.com/company/XXXXXX/admin/recommend/

If you do not have it, you will land on your Home.
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This is the best place ever! Here you can upload different content, links, videos, photos
... to give your employees content they can use. All they need to do is click Start a post,
add their words and click Post.

Here you can see Eva Kern added this content (thank you, Eva, for letting me use your
page!)
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And what is important - they use the Post, not the Share button, which helps to get
more Views. 

2. EMPLOYER ADVOCACY analytics

Once your employees use that content (works only with that content under
Recommend for employees), you get some stats:
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I blurred the numbers but you get the picture what LinkedIn gives you.

Here you see which content performed best:
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Isn't this just amazing?

Your LinkedIn page is the content hub, so your employees do not have to search for the
content.

I got some feedback and my clients say this is really useful.

3. MY COMPANY TAB

It is an amazing helper to stay in touch with the content of your coworkers. This
content here is for employees only. You need to have Work experience with the
LinkedIn page of your company on your profile to have access. I used Httpool
company to showcase this (I do not work there, but I do have the Work experience on
my profile as their Business partner).
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Share organic posts and content curated by your marketing and talent branding
teams to build employee advocacy - AHA!
Measure employee advocacy with analytics
Access a trusted, employee-only community on LinkedIn
Celebrate one another, with quick insight into new hires and coworker milestones
Interact with one another, by engaging with trending LinkedIn posts from their
coworkers
Connect with one another, through dynamic suggestions based on their location,
team, and shared coworkers

What you can do here on the My company tab:

In short - it helps you to have all the posts you want to engage within one place.

Huh, a lot of information, right? But I still have some more tips for you around the
question of What else you can do to help.
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Prepare the CONTENT FOLDER for your social stars:

1. Cover photo - prepare a few examples your colleagues can use.

What a lovely bee photo, don't you think? 😍

2. A copy part for the Headline

Like Nastja has: Brand with natural cosmetics, healthy food, and supplements 
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3. Links and media for Featured

4. Prepare the copy about the organization for the About section

5. A list of Skills – use Google Ads, Google Analytics to find the most relevant

6. The instructions on how to integrate the right LinkedIn page into Work experience

7. Help your employees with the content - use the features we were talking about in
this article; remember, this is the hardest part for them.

If they know what to post, where to find it, and what are best practices are, you can
expect consistency.

Do not forget about the Notify employees button by each post:

Now, this is a big pile of tips and tricks!

Awesome! You have edited all your elements for your LinkedIn page, now jump
to Section 5 LINKEDIN PROFILE AND PAGE ABOUT where we dive deep into how

to write the About section.
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Start with a catchy opening sentence to invite visitors into longer reading
Explain your present business role - share the problems you solve, for whom, and
how; demonstrate your skills and industry knowledge
Present your unique selling proposition
Use storytelling and do not be shy to add your personality – show your goals,
ambitions, and motivations; use words that show who you are as a person, not just
a professional
Be customer-oriented, speak to your target market
Avoid overused words like strategic, motivated, experienced, and creative 
Highlight your accomplishments, references, testimonials, projects, or results
You can add your hobbies and other passions to show who you are outside of work

This section is very important because you have a lot of space to share who you are (as
a person or a company), what do you do it and whom are you helping. Think of your
summary like being in a networking event, talking with a person, that asks you to tell
about yourself. 

LINKEDIN PROFILE – about / summary
The About section on your LinkedIn profile should read like your personal business
story with an answer “What is in it for me” – your potential clients/business
partners/employees. It is not a resume or your biography. 

Do not just write facts, but tell stories - write the first person as you would talk to
somebody.

What information to put in your about:

HOW TO COMPLETE YOUR
ABOUT SECTION?
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Add your specialties/skills: this is a great way to add keywords four your profile
searchability
Call to action – what do you want your visitor to do next: send an invitation to
connect, write an email, download an e-book, etc.; choose one and add it in the
end.

Company branding: Present company/organization, showcase your unique selling
proposition, etc.
Personal branding: talk about your role, skills
Call to action: register for the event, download a piece of content (do not forget the
UTM parameters to track the results), etc.

Follow this sweet formula with 3+1 elements for your Summary:

TIP: you do not need to add every element, you can puzzle them the way you wish. 
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How to complete your about section?

LINKEDIN PAGE – about 

The About section for your LinkedIn page has similar guidelines like your profile. Like
the profile you can break text in paragraphs. 
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What is your mission & vision & positioning – be specific 
What are your values – this is especially important if your goal is employer branding
and hiring the best talent
Products/Services – you can be a bit salesy in this section to present what you
provide
You can highlight your CEO, sales reps, HR manager, or other employees 

You have 2600 characters on profiles and 2600 characters on pages  – use all of it
Before you click on More you will see 220 characters on desktop, on mobile you 92
characters – the first pile of sentences matters most
Create white space – on the internet, it is hard to read long unreadable long
paragraphs, so break the text and use bullet points
Help yourself with mini headlines: What I Do, What are my passions, How can I help
you, Why it works, What others say...
Add rich media to present your portfolio, a short promotional video, presentations,
etc. (you can add those to Work Experiences, too); check if you have the Featured
feature to present it there
Use emojis to enrich the text, but do not overuse it 

Answer these questions:

Make your LinkedIn page easy to find, so fill your About text with keywords. Specialties
are a great way (we talk about them in Section 4 LINKEDIN PAGE CHECKLIST) and here
you can add them in the end in bullets as you will do for your profile.

FORMATTING – FOR PROFILE AND PAGE

Link to emojis: https://emoji-m.firebaseapp.com/
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Now that you have optimized your About, find banner templates in
6 LINKEDIN AND CANVA TEMPLATES. Let your creativity shine!
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LINKEDIN PAGE COVER PHOTO
Size: 1128 x 191 px

LINKEDIN PROFILE COVER PHOTO
Size: 1584 x 396 px

Check out the PowerPoint documents, where you get 5 templates for profiles and
pages.

TIP: use Canva.com, your goals, and your creativity for the best fit!

Jump to the PowerPoint documents to edit your own cover or
background photo. Then jump to the Section 7 LINKEDIN

CONTENT PLAN to set the master content plan.
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Seek – seek online to find relevant content (links, articles, posts, etc.)
Sense – add your personality to it – your experiences, thoughts, opinions 
Share – share it on LinkedIn profile, page, or group

It saves you time and money for content curation
Providing useful information from others increases your credibility (of course you
need to find credible resources)
When you post other’s content together with your own thoughts and perspective,
you open new conversations
You can expand your reach new audience
You build relationships with the authors

Building credibility is crucial on LinkedIn and consistent content is the way to do it. You
can either create or curate content.

Content creation – this is when you write an update in your words and visuals
Content curation – it means that you use resources you find online

When you curate, follow 3 steps process:

Note that it is vital, that you add your point of view. Create your curated content post
like no one else can.

Why is curated content useful?

ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR YOUR
LINKEDIN UPDATES 
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Additional guidance for your LinkedIn updates 

5 content from others
3 content from you
2 personal updates

4 original from others
1 repost/share
1 personal post to promote your business

5 great ways to never stay out of content curation ideas:
Hashtags on LinkedIn – insert for example #employerbranding in the search bar,
select Content and you will see all the content with that hashtag
Use Content suggestions via your Admin tools
Use Feedly – add topics you find and share relevant content
Google Alerts – add topics and get mail alerts 
Create a folder “Education” in your mail to save relevant industry newsletters you
follow 

If you write a post for LinkedIn, adapt it to other social channels, blog, newsletter, or a
website. And you can also recycle an individual post: you can write a post, then create
a short video about it, then create an infographic, then post altogether.

Try with series of posts: select one topic and break it down to 5 posts, for example. 

Check out these 5 posts I posted on my LinkedIn page (you will get some extra social
selling tips):

What is the rate between created and curated content? 
There are 2 rules you can follow here:

5-3-2 rule

4-1-1 rule

I used the same image, just with changed the number.
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Additional guidance for your LinkedIn updates 

BEST TIMES TO POST

LinkedIn profile
From Tuesday to Thursday 
8.00 – 10.00 AM
5.00 – 7.00 PM

Sundays
5.00 – 7.00 PM

LinkedIn page
From Monday to Friday
8.00 – 10.00 AM
5.00 – 7.00 PM

HOW OFTEN TO POST
LinkedIn profile: 1-2 updates per week
LinkedIn page: up to 5 updates per week

TIP: these are general guidelines, I strongly recommend testing what times fit for
you and your network.

Jump to the sheet know to explore the content ideas, and then go further to
the Section 8 LINKEDIN POST BEST PRACTICE to learn the anatomy of a great

LinkedIn post.
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THE ANATOMY OF

Manca Korelc

Section #8

 A LINKEDIN POST



write like you are talking to your audience
write each post around one topic with one goal
mix the formats of posts – do not just use video or text only
test what suits your network best

text-only posts
image (one or more) posts 
video posts
polls
pdfs and more

There are no strict rules on how to post a successful LinkedIn post (in terms of
content), but for sure I can give you some (mechanical) guidelines that can boost your
reach and engagement.

Note that all formats of content work if you listen to your audience and give them
value. 

Before we break down elements, let me give you additional advice:

We are now ready to meet the elements of the caption of the post – you can use
these rules whether you post 
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How to create a perfect post
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Introduction – title
If you scroll on the news feed, you will notice that LinkedIn shows 3 to 5 first lines of the
post and then adds the link See more.

Use this and make an introduction to the post with a title, like in the example:

Make sure you tell the key point of the post so that the user can decide to click on See
more or not. You can ask a question, use humor or simply use white space to incite
them to click further.
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Text – paragraphs
This is the core of your post so take a deep breath and embrace your creativity. 
Let’s start!

Title (introduction)
Paragraphs
Bullets
Emoticons
Links
Hashtags
Mentions 

LINKS

Talking about links - I suggest you avoid posting them all the time. Why? 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/


Add a link to the caption
Add the link in the comment

LET ME GIVE YOU 2 REASONS:

1.  LinkedIn algorithm prefers posts without a link, that takes the user away from
LinkedIn (to your website or other websites) - algorithm (more about it in Section 12)
awards native posts with a photo/video without a link. But it will not hurt posting a
post with a link, keep under 20 % of posts.

So, what do we do if we need to add a link – look at the examples below:
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2. Users – when we log into LinkedIn, we do that intentionally and wish to stay there;
we need to do them a favor and tell them everything the post.

HASHTAGS

Hashtags are any combination of letters, that follow a # symbol. Their role is to
categorize content and are vital to helping your post getting reach.

Do not add more than five hashtags to the individual post.

You can use generic hashtags like #marketing but use more niche hashtags as well, for
example, #linkedintips, #socialmediamarketing, and similar.
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TIP: Try Hashtagify.me to research hashtag popularity

MENTIONS 

With a sign @ you mention LinkedIn profiles or pages. If your photo includes people,
make sure you mention them in the post.

LinkedIn will reward you with higher reach since you follow its connecting philosophy,
mentioned people will like and comment and with the engagement spread the word. 

LinkedIn itself encourages you to use them in each post:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc/


TIP: make sure you click on the tag.

SHARED POSTS
Now that we covered all the elements, let’s talk about sharing posts.

If you share a post on LinkedIn, prepare for lower reach – it is the same with all
social media – they prefer organic content – so I usually suggest not to use it.

But if you do, add your perspective (remember the seek, sense, and share?) and
you can as well @mention the author.
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Photo is an essential part of your post because it helps you catch attention on the
busy newsfeed
Don’t use stocky photos, but yours – photos with faces will have the most
engagement
You can use Canva.com to create great photos (they have a lot of awesome free
photos to use and customize)
With the post, you can use 1, 2, and up to 10 photos
You can use the preferred size 1200 x 628 or test other sizes; I recommend using
photos with bigger height, so it takes more space in the newsfeed

Post native LinkedIn video - do not link to YouTube or other websites (even yours)
Around 80% of LinkedIn videos are watched with the sound off so use text titles or
subtitles
Videos are great for building credibility and personal brand at the same time, so I
encourage you to start using video
Make it short, maximum 3 minutes (technical maximum is 10 minutes), but the
optimum length is 30 do 60 seconds; remember you are speaking to the busy
professionals
You can use LinkedIn App to record a video and directly upload it; you can also
add stickers and text to video
try using LinkedIn Live, if you have the feature

PHOTO

Note: after posting you cannot edit the photos, only text.

VIDEO
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You can upload directly from your computer or different cloud services
3 formats are available: Word (DOC/DOCX), PowerPoint (PPT/PPTX), or PDF
Max. length is 300 pages and size: 100MB
You need to enter a document title – use the title of the document or keywords

DOCUMENT

What I love about these posts is that LinkedIn creates back and forward page buttons
(shown on multi-page documents).
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The headline is critical — make it catchy, concise, and engaging; number does a
great job, for example, 3 things you can do to follow up on LinkedIn
Make it long – they do not have a character limit, so you can be really long; well,
you do not have to exaggerate, make it around 3000 words

BONUS

ARTICLES

Articles are another way to give a lot of value to your network. You can understand
them as a blog post on your LinkedIn profile (pages cannot post articles).

They are a great format for longer posts with a lot of personal perspectives. Mind a
few key points:
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KUDOS and TEAMMATES

Kudos and teammates are another format of content you can post. I have noticed
they do not produce much reach, but I suggest you test them anyway. It can be a
great way to say thank you to your colleague or to welcome a teammate publicly. 
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You need an idea, what to post? Check the next Section 9 

LINKEDIN 140 CONTENT IDEAS.

POLLS

Polls are a great way to start a conversation on LinkedIn. You can even use them as
mini research of your network.

You can add up to 4 Options, Poll duration can be 1 day, 3 days, 1 or 2 weeks. 
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140 LINKEDIN

Manca Korelc

Section #9

POST IDEAS



EDUCATIONAL CONTENT
How to video
Solve a regular problem
Share a hack
Answer a FAQ
Describe a term
Ask me/us anything
Answer an industry question
Common mistakes

TOP THINGS
Favorite business book
Favorite online course 
Favorite tool
Favorite software
Favorite resourse

INDUSTRY CONTENT
Industry statistics
Industry fact
Share an industry article
Share an industry infographic
Interview of an industry expert
Shout out to the industry expert

140 IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT 
POST ON LINKEDIN 

WORD OF CEO
Story about an obstacle (life or business)
Talk about a success (life or business)
Talk about a charity you support
Share a personal story
Talk about company milestone
Fun fact about you or your business
Talk about company vision / values
Business or personal challenge
Share Kudos to an employee
Personal projects, achievement
Paragraph from a business book

PEOPLE
Allow an employee to post on page
Share an employee post
Behind the scenes photo or video
Present an employee
Welcome a new employee
Thank your followers
Customer/employee of the month

EVENTS
Invite to a fair you attend
Share photos from the fair
Photos from teambuilding
Photos from meeting
Photos from conferences
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140 ideas for your post on LinkedIn

CORPORATIVE CONTENT
Take a look back
Company fact
Milestone
Anniversary
Customer
Testimonial
Customer
Interview
Media
Releases
Important
Partnerships
Redecorating
Offices
Current
Topics
Social
Responsibility
Business
Collaboration 
Company
News
Fun fact
Job opening
#hasthag

PROMOTIONAL CONTENT
Newsletter
Promotion
New product or service
Most popular product or service
Most popular pieces of content
Product or service showcase video
Social media promotion
Teaser to a new project
Website promotion
Promote a product/service launch

BLOGS
Blog posts
Guest blog post
Long form articles

VIDEO
Live streaming
Online courses
Q&A session
How to video
Vlog
Webinar

EVENTS
Meetups
Workshops
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CUSTOMERS
Best practices
Case study
Success stories
Testimonials
User generated content

WRITING
Book summary
Checklists
Comparison sheet
Compiled research
Dictionary
FAQ
Gated Content
List
Magazines
Quotes
Republishing
Resource library
White Paper
Worksheets
Ebook
Guides
Facts

PHOTOS
Photo collage
Screenshots

VISUALS
Bubble graphs
Charts/graphs
Comparison graphs
Diagrams
Illustration
Infographics
Instructographics
Mind map
Presentations
Projection charts
SlideShare
Template
Timeline

COMPANY
Awards
Company culture
Press Release
Product
Announcements
Product Reviews
Promotions
Giveaway
Tool Reviews

RICH MEDIA
Contests
Demos
Email newsletters
GIFs
Meme
Poll
Quizz

SOCIAL MEDIA
Forums
Quora
Reddit

INDUSTRY
Interview
Predictions
Research reports
Original research
Opinions
Survey

WEBSITES
Landing pages
Microsites
Calculators

AUDIO
Audio
Podcast

 
This is quite a list, right? Print this list to have it by your side to help your

imagination and inspiration flow. Now is time to learn different activities on
LinekdIn in Section 10 LINKEDIN ACTIVITIES.
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LINKEDIN 

Manca Korelc

Section #10

ACTIVITIES



Check the notifications
Respond to comments on your posts
Respond to messages
Check out the news feed and engage in the content
See who looked at your profile

Write a post
Add 2nd connections who engage to your posts
Respond to invitations – accept or ignore
Send personalized connection requests to connect to your potential
clients, industry peers, partners, alumni, vendors, employees
Send your contacts a private message (provide value)
Send your contacts a private message (to move offline)
Find prospects using LinkedIn search
Check your mail for LinkedIn saved searches email

Plan your content
Write posts ideas
Monitor competition
Give and ask for a recommendation
Endorse for skills
Review your stats on profile and page
Be active in groups - add value, ask for the advice

DAILY 

WEEKLY

MONTHLY ACTIVITIES

A LIST OF ALL ACTIVITES FOR 
YOUR LINKEDIN SUCCESS

Now you have the list of the regular activities, jump to Section 11 LINKEDIN
INVITATION AND WELCOME MESSAGES.
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LINKEDIN 
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Section #11

MESSAGES



Add a compliment – for example for their posts, description on their profile, etc. 
Mention a mutual connection
Alumni – if you studied in the same university, you could mention that in the
invitation
Continue the conversation from the post (yours or his/hers) – you need to be
strategic with this, so start engaging with their post before sending an invitation
request
Add value – give a small tip or advice or send a link to your post they could find
useful

We are all busy, so shortcuts in a form of templates will come in handy. Let me give
you some examples.

What to write in the connection request?

You have 300 characters for the text so make it count. Some examples of what to
write:

LOOK AT SOME EXAMPLES FOR INVITATION REQUEST
 
Adding from search – mutual connection

Hi [FIRST NAME], 

I can see we share a connection with [FIRST NAME] (title, organization). Would you be
open to connecting with me on LinkedIn?

Have a great day,
Manca 

EXAMPLES OF INVITATION 
REQUEST MESSAGES
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Examples of invitation request messages

Invitation to someone you met at a networking event

Hi [FIRST NAME],

It was great speaking to you at the [NAME] event yesterday. I really enjoyed our
conversation about [ADD TOPIC].

I would love to connect and stay in touch.
Thank you,
Manca 

Invitation to someone in the same LinkedIn group

Hi [FIRST NAME], 

I see we are both members of the group [ENTER NAME] and I have enjoyed following
your posts. You give so much value. 

I would love to connect and learn more from you.

Regards,
Manca 

Invitation to a recruiter

Hi [FIRST NAME], 

I was searching for jobs and found your profile. I would like to connect, maybe I can be a
fit for any of the opportunities. 

Looking forward to hearing from you,
Manca
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LOOK AT SOME EXAMPLES OF MESSAGES

When somebody sends you an invitation without a message and you accept, take the
first step and send a welcome or a thank you message. 

Hi [FIRST NAME], 

Thank you for contacting, nice to meet you. I see you are a sales professional in the
manufacturing industry, what are your biggest challenges?

Looking forward to hearing from you, Manca

Hi [FIRST NAME], 
 

Thank you for contacting me. I have reviewed your profile and I really love your posts,
they are so valuable. Happy to be connected.

 
If you have any questions about LinkedIn, do not hesitate to ask me.

 
Best, Manca 

Hi [FIRST NAME], 

Thank you for contacting me. I see we have quite a lot of mutual connections from our
industry. 

Looking forward to an opportunity to meet you in person.

Best, Manca
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Do not pitch – I have stressed that a few times in different sections, it is a MUST to
understand, that social selling is about relationships, not transactions
Do not ignore messages on LinkedIn – it is rude and unprofessional (make sure to 

Do not flirt – this is a professional platform, not a matchmaking network

NOTE: Always have in mind, that LinkedIn is all about connecting and conversation.

We were talking about the good practices, let look at some DO NOT's on LinkedIn. 

review all activities from Section 10, so you will not skip it)

 
You only have one more chapter and it is about LinkedIn algorithm.

Check out the Section 12 LINKEDIN ALGORITHM.
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Section #12

ALGORITHM



Content from people in your network
Content from groups you are part of
Content from companies and hashtags you follow
Content from people in your network have engaged with
Sponsored content / Ads

it is primarily concerned with native, organic content
it is based on an algorithm, not recency

It is important that you understand how the LinkedIn algorithm works so you can
use the knowledge for your publishing efforts to get your network news feed.

What shows up in your LinkedIn newsfeed? 

NOTE: The algorithm in our feeds prioritizes content we will most likely find relevant
and engage with over the most recent content. This is a technical reason why you
should post the content your users will find useful.

Two main things to understand about the LinkedIn news feed are: 

It favors natural posting over very regular ones. That means that your posts could
actually be penalized for appearing every day at exactly the same time. So stop
asking yourself when to post, and make sure you post on different days and hours,
weekends included. 

LINKEDIN ALGORITHM FOR POSTS
In general, the LinkedIn algorithm focuses on:

VALUE: LinkedIn is very keen to keep the content on its platform relevant to its
users so our posts must add value for other LinkedIn members.

UNDERSTAND AND LEVERAGE 
THE LINKEDIN ALGORITHM
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Understanding the LinkedIn algorithm

dwell time “on the feed,” which starts measuring when at least half of a feed
update is visible as a member scrolls through their feed
dwell time “after the click,” which is the time spent on content after clicking on
an update in the feed.

ENGAGEMENT: This is essentially how LinkedIn measures value. If a piece of content
is getting a lot of likes, comments, and shares from people in your network the
algorithm will start prioritizing it more.

RECENCY: LinkedIn’s algorithm is not as interested in recency as Facebook or Twitter.
Each time you post something new, LinkedIn tracks how much engagement it gets in
the first few hours. If it performs well right away, the algorithm will continue to
promote it. Otherwise, it may disappear quickly from the newsfeed.

Dwell Time

LinkedIn users tend to spend more time viewing the updates they decide to take viral
action on. Knowing that LinkedIn has built dwell time into its feed algorithm to
increase the likelihood of users seeing posts they’ll engage with.

For each post LinkedIn measures 2 types of dwell time:

That basically means you have to craft LinkedIn posts that not only capture peoples’
attention but hold it for an extended period of time.

LinkedIn further explains: the most successful posts will not always be the ones that
get the most likes, comments, and shares. 

Those signals won’t mean as much if people aren’t also spending time-consuming
the content they engage with.

TIP: try multiple pages pdf documents or longer videos. But as always, test it yourself.
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The tone of voice - your voice has to be professional, but don’t be too formal (it is a
social network after all);
Diversity - mix up your content with tips, opinions, videos, images, and pdfs - posts
with pdf tend to have high reach because only a few use them;
Time your posts right - people can be on the platform at all times of the day,
working hours or not, so review your analytics to determine when your audience
is most likely to be on LinkedIn - prepare to test the best time for your network;
Use #hashtags appropriately - think of LinkedIn hashtags as categories or labels,
use between 3 to 5 per post.

use this knowledge and instructions to set your LinkedIn foundation
stay consistent with all activities you have listed in Section 10 and 
make sure you send me a question if you need help

How to optimize your LinkedIn posts for the LinkedIn algorithm

Most important - be relevant to your industry, audience, and your brand.

Congratulations, you have come to the end!

It is important that you take 3 steps now: 

You find me on LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mancakorelc

 
Follow my LinkedIn page for more LinkedIn tips:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mancakorelc

 
Follow my LinkedIn Newsletter Power Around LinkedIn Magic:

https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/power-around-linkedin-magic-6695765559772033024/
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LET'S CONNECT!
manca@korelc.si

www.mancakorelc.com
00386 41 344 309
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